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IOM Staff at the Open Day for Asylum Seekers’ Centers 

In order to meet the local inhabitants living in the vicinity of Asylum Seekers’ Centers and the many who come from afar to 
learn about the refugees and the Centers, IOM NL staff participated the National Open Day held over a weekend. 
The objective of this initiative organized by the Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers was to contribute to a 
better understanding for the reality of the lives of recently arrived refugees in the Netherlands. 
Why do people leave their country and what are their prospects when they arrive? 
Thousands of people all over the Netherlands took part in organized tours, listened to migrants and their personal stories, 
participated in workshops and met the humanitarians who work with the migrants on a daily basis such as the many IOM NL 
staff. 

  

DG Swing on "Return as an Integral Part of Migration Management"  

“We all have a common responsibility to change the current negative migration narrative to one that is more balanced, one that 
recognizes that, historically, migration has been overwhelmingly positive. We must work to eliminate the misleading stereotypes 
and dangerous mythology about migration and migrants,” said IOM’s Director General William Lacy Swing at a special 
conference for Ambassadors accredited to The Netherlands organized by the Dutch Repatriation and Departure Service on 4 
June in The Hague. 

The theme of the conference was ‘Return as an integral part of migration management: cooperation between countries of 
destination and countries of origin and transit’. 

The event was organized because the currently increasing migration pressures urgently demand closer cooperation between 
countries that are affected in different ways by migration. 
During the conference, different views were exchanged among the diplomats of countries of destination, transit and origin about 



how migration can be better managed and what could be done to address so-called root causes. 
As Ambassador Swing stressed: “An honest and evidence-based dialogue should provide the basis for improving the public 
understanding of the benefits of migration. Demographic, socio-economic and other imbalances mean that our nations will 
become inexorably more multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious. If we get close to balancing these, we will know that we 
are on the right path to a successful, comprehensive migration policy.” 

  

   

2015 Retreat “Building Team Spirit for Team Work” 

IOM NL’s team works in almost 50 different locations all over the country. 
Although our team members are permanently in touch with each other via mail and phone there is a need to really meet face to 
face and to bring the different teams together and engage in “extra-curricular” and team building exercises. 

The yearly retreats are prepared and organized by a Working Group in which all teams are represented. 
There is a clear agenda for the day of the retreat, but team activities and competitions are prepared as surprises. 
This year’s highlight was an introduction to how sheep dogs drive their flocks, followed by an exercise where teams had to act 
themselves as “sheep dogs”. 
The best sheep drive was shepherded by IOM NL’s receptionist (seen with a shepherd’s staff above) whose gentle nudges and 
reminders keep the IOM NL flock together through the working weeks. 

 

Mission Exchange Visit to Germany: Getting to Know Each Other’s Work  

IOM Missions in Germany and the Netherlands decided to organize mutual working visits to Nuremberg and The Hague. 
A first visit of four AVRR practitioners from the Netherlands took place in early July.  
We learned from our German colleagues about: 
- The Role of IOM Nuremberg in the German “Migration Chain” and OPS activities. 
- Target groups with special attention to nationalities, legal status, UAM, medical cases and VoTs. 
- Data exchange and client registration (with the BAMF). 
- The use of the Mimosa MAD model. 

We also discussed the many differences between our missions’ modus operandi, the opportunities and challenges of our 
present AVRR work, as well as best practices of cooperation with partners, donors and NGOs. 
The first visit was a great success as we managed to identify domains where we can directly profit from each other’s 
experience and expertise.  
A follow-up visit from IOM Germany to The Netherlands is planned for early September. 



 

 
Peter van Krieken - Sadly Missed  

With shock and great sadness IOM learned of the death after a short illness of Dr. Peter van Krieken (1949-2015).  
Dr. Van Krieken was a much admired and respected authority on migration and refugee issues as well as a good friend to our 
mission.  
His impressive international career brought him to many countries, where he served for many years as an international civil 
servant for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Many of the books he published and his impressive 
speeches have been an inspiration for IOM. Peter van Krieken was very committed to the issue of migration and interested in 
IOM’s work; in 2007 he published an impressive essay for us about the challenges of return to countries of origin, from a legal, 
economic and socio-psychological perspective.  
An important and often contrarian voice in the ever more voluminous migration debates has been silenced. We will miss his 
drive, his commitment to the cause of Migration and Refugees and most of all the exceptional brilliance of his mind. 

 


